Kaba Mas introduces Cencon and CenTran Software Version 4.1.3.2790.

These software updates will ensure that Cencon remains the leading ATM lock management and cash vault security system in the industry.

Features:
Here are the new features available with this release.

Lock Related Functions
- Fixed Issues
  - Modified database access to correct possible database deadlock while updating the lock dispatch log table. This involved a change to how record locking was being done during dispatch, reassign, and close database transactions. Also modified the Cencon database view CENPWD_LOGDISPATCH to be set as WITH (NOLOCK) to prevent the view from causing unnecessary locking with operations unrelated to the user dispatches.
  - Modified database access to improve performance over a wide area network. This primarily affects wait times for loading drop down menus.
  - Modified the lock shelve, shelve from pending shelve, force shelve, delete, and force delete operations to remove entries for the affected lock from any routes.

Route Operations
- Fixed Issues
  - Corrected Route Lock Report properly displaying the route name in the title and on printed reports. The route name was not being displayed. The route name is now added to the default title for the Route Lock Report for display of the report and for printing. The default title is first, then a dash separator, and then followed by the route name.

Ordering:
To obtain software license pricing, please go to: http://www.kaba-mas.com/a.php?page=worksheet or contact your Kaba Mas sales representative.